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About This Game

ADVENTURES OF LUFFY AND HIS STRAW HAT CREW ARE COMING TO PC!

Enjoy the original story of ONE PIECE from Fuschia village, where everything has started, to the kingdom of Dressrosa, a
mysterious island dominated by the evil Donquixote.Doflamingo.

Will your resolution be strong enough to defeat the most dangerous pirates, including Doflamingo and many more?
Gather every member of the Straw Hat Crew, like in the original story, sail to the most emblematic places and enter the most

epic battles: Marineford, Fish-Man Island, Punk Hazard and Dressrosa!

One Piece Pirate Warriors 3 brings you many exciting improved and new features, including:

Higher quality graphics and animation: the One Piece universe has never been depicted so faithfully

Number of Popular characters weaving the stories greatly increased: Sabo, Doflamingo, Fujitora and many more!

Improved gameplay and incredible new co-op actions (no Online Co-op)

More action than ever in the latest installment of the PIRATE WARRIORS series, created by KOEI TECMO GAMES
and BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment.
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Title: One Piece Pirate Warriors 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
ONE PIECE
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1

Processor: Core2Duo 2.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Nvidia GeForce 8800 / ATI Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c or higher

Additional Notes: Game pad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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wtf is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao you cant even use an axe, gather resources or even crouch, i
understand its onl 1.19$ but still lmao can we get more than a 20x20ft area to walk atleast? and maybe a menu or something
there isnt even a inventory. theirs random logs just jammed into the ground that you cant interact with, for some reason theres a
bunch of chairs all over the place and i guess we ended up here from the boat? dont see a way into this square or any tools laying
down that we can use. and i feel like im looking through a cloud at the game. you can walk through everything but some of the
trees and rocks. random extra sleeping bag?? and a modern table. im guessing theres no such thing as time in this crap and you
can just jump off the map lmao. the only positive thing i can say about this piece of crap is that it looks like a wilderness.

Edit: your axe and body have no shadow but the logs do.. I mean, for the price- its not bad; what makes me give this a positive
review though is the fact that the developer seems to care and has been regulalrly updating the game- changing both map design,
wave enemies, and other things in an attempt to make Defendion more complex than what it was- this is one of the few Early
Access VR games that is actually changing between weeks, which gives me hope as to what this game may be a few weeks, or
even months later. Take a look at the game's news\/ update history or at the discussions board for this game- the devs care.. 
Man, I wish there was a "meh" option for reviewing games sometimes, because this definitely falls into that category.

 - Story was all right-ish, judging on the standards of RPG Maker games (and I have played some BAD RPG Maker games), the
plot twist was probably pretty predictable if you were paying attention . . . which I was not
 - They use a familiar-looking RPG Maker VX Ace tileset, which don't necessarily look bad but communicates a certain lack of
effort?
 - Random encounter rate was awfully high, at least in dungeons, and it put me off exploring, which is not something that I often
say
 - Game is so-so challenging at the beginning, but the difficulty falls off a cliff when you unlock your elemental sword moves
 - The translation . . . speaks for itself

Overall they probably shouldn't be charging money for this DLC, as it feels an awful lot like something that was cobbled together
over a long weekend, but if you're a collector of RPG Maker stuff and it's on sale I guess go for it?. I hate that this is my first
review, but Crab Dub is not a very good game. It is comprised of three mini-games, and none of them make any sense. One gives
me a gun that I can't seem to shoot anything with. The next expects me to jump up to an unknown destination, but then I die when I
get out of bounds. The final one at least lets me blow stuff up, but I just sit at the bottom of a tube and never get anywhere. There
are no instructions to explain what is expected of you, the controls are unfriendly at best (A and D to move, space to jump and the
mouse to shoot?) and not very conducive to a game that can require precise movement. They aren't even configurable. I give the
other two folks that posted reviews credit for spending multiple hours with this game, because after a couple of minutes I was ready
to delete it.. Here's a Totally Objective Review of the game: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RCMdmKGU_54

(10\/10). Pretty much useless for me. Not much variety if you don't buy DLCs. Can't customize anything useful.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/kIvyfSCYFo0
Respectable side scrolling beat em up.. that costs 30usd and breaks no new ground. Suggest it's not really worth the cash unless
buying for a younger family member that's a big fan of the series. Sticks to a rather tried and tested formula offering basic
ability upgrades from energy obtained smashing crates. Every few screens players get locked in for 'arena' battles before
progression is allowed. Can swap between all forms on the fly which didn't use energy so that does leave more room for
variations in standard attacks that got a bit stale quickly. Story is cutscene driven and afaik uses the proper character voices
from the show.

Performance is very good, supports 4k+, high refresh monitors and uncapped fps along with the ability to remap controls. I've
heard this game is about 4-5hrs in length total length and there isn't much in the way of collectables so that's something else to
keep in mind. Going to give it a thumbs up as I'm having some fun with it but unless you have money to burn just wait for the
christmas sales as it is overpriced but a competent game and port. Cheers.. At normal difficulty the game is a lot of fun, but
becomes very difficult when moved up to the the hard level. Nightmare is impossible, I have been stuck on twisted tree line for
68 fails 68 I said. Look at how many hours I have played over the years and I am even ready to call out uncle and forever retire
this game.. LOVE IT!!

Wonderful story line , beautiful terain\/graphics , entertaining but yet relaxing music.. all in all a great game..
cant wait to return with VR and to get that last achievement...
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Awesome work The Revera Corporation ,Unrealengine and FutureVirgo
  Eager to see what use have install for the future games\/music

  Thank Toad. Interesting, but I cannot in good faith reccomend it - the mechanics are neat, but it horribly needs some manner
of introducing new players to it - easy mode, hint system, in-depth tutorial, something!
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This game has a nostalgic pull from my youth, I played a good amount of #1 - but my local arcade never got #2. So on the few
occasions when I did see it, I would watch with rapt attention as others played.

I was excited to finally be able to play through this, but it lacks the charm and repeat play of the first game in a bad way.
Sequences are long, repetitious and unforgiving, if you miss one step you start must at the beginning of the scene - which makes
failing the last few steps in a sequence rage inducing. There is no incentive to play the game twice as the story is linear, the only
change being the potential of a sequence being a mirror image of itself (left\/right swapped).

I personally didn't get to enjoy the story as I had to glaze my eyes a bit to look for the up\/down\/left\/right\/sword interaction.

This game thrived on being cool technology for the time, now it will feed on the nostalgia from our youths.. DROD RPG is
probably my favorite installment of the DROD series. It is technically an RPG game but could be more appropriately thought of
as a gigantic optimisation puzzle. involving intense micromanagement of the usual stats like health, attack power and defence
power. If you manage to finish the main campaign, the Caravel Forum contain many more user-created levels you can
download, most of which are terribly, terribly difficult. I prefer to play the game using a spreadsheet so I can calculate the
optimal path as best as I can.
I can guarantee that this game will not appeal to everyone, but it is absolute crack to fans of complex puzzle-solving!

(Ignore the steam stats, I played this game for countless hours before its steam release.). Great game! I love it :)
very nice paintings and music. This movie was recommended to me by the IGF awards, and I got to rent it for $1. It's a great
documentary showing the process from game idea to launching the game. Everything doesn't go as planned, but that's what
makes a documentary movie like this so valuable, to show what it's really like making a game.. This is a bad piece of software
simply put. It is no where near worth the current price. It seems to be some sort of student's project, and it is a mystery that is
has been made available for sale.. It's a great game if you wanna sit down for 10 minutes and just forget the world.
Theres no deep storyline to keep track of, no complicated controls to memorize etc.
Just sit down, blow up some llamas and have some fun.
My partner and I enjoyed the snot out of this last night.

A few recommendations though:
Its very hard and there is no way to regain health once you lost it. Maybe make a few different difficulty modes?
When you drop a gun and pick up a new one, theres no way to switch back to the old gun. I often pick up a new gun (which I
hate) and then I completely lost the old gun.

Overall I definitely recommend this game!
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